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 Now, it is clear that protein is just one of the most functional products 
produced by the eukaryotic genome. Indeed, a major part of the human 
genome is transcribed to non-coding sequences than to the coding sequence of 
the protein. In this study, we selected three long non-coding RNAs namely 
AK082072, AK043754 and AK082467 which show brain expression and local 
region conservation among vertebrates. Thus, the sequences of these genes 
are appropriate for phylogenetic analysis. In order to evaluate the 
evolutionary and molecular trend of lncRNAs in vertebrates, phylogenetic 
analysis and natural selection process were analyzed during evolution. The 
nucleotide sequences of selected long non-coding RNAs from different 
vertebrates were aligned and the phylogenetic trees were constructed using 
Neighbor Joining method with maximum sequence differences of 0.75. Our 
analysis of nucleotide sequences to find closely evolved organisms with high 
similarity by NCBI-BLAST tools and MEGA7 showed that the selected 
sequence of AK082072 in human and M. fascicularis (macaque) were placed 
into the same cluster and they may originate from a common ancestor. In 
addition, the human sequence of AK082467 and AK043754 had the closest 
similarity with cow. Also, bioinformatic analysis showed that the dN/dS ratio 
is lower than 1 for all three genes which demonstrates purifying selection for 
the longest predicted ORF of each lncRNA. Together, these results indicate 
that lncRNAs act as regulatory genes that have important roles in 
development. 
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Introduction 

Whereas only about 1.06% of the human 
genome encodes protein (Church et al., 2009), 
at least four times  that amount is transcribed 
to non-protein coding transcripts (Bertone et 
al., 2005). It is likely that many ncRNAs 
develop simply from transcriptional ‘noise’. If 
so, their sequence and transcription might be 
expected not to be conserved outside of 
restricted phyletic lineages (Chodroff et al., 
2010). Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs)  
that have 200 nt to 100 kb length and do not 
show any evidence of being translated to 
protein have manifested as key regulators of 
important biological processes (Jannat 
Alipoor et al., 2017) and played a role in 
development and differentiation (Klattenhoff 

et al., 2013; Kretz et al., 2013). Most 
lncRNAs in each species did not show any 
detectable homology with lncRNAs in other 
species, demonstrating rapid turnover of 
lncRNA repertoires, as also showed by others 
(Necsulea et al., 2014; Washietl et al., 2014). 
Upon this backdrop of high turnover, many 
lncRNAs are conserved between various 
vertebrates showing their functional potency.  
Generally, genomic sequences of lncRNAs 
exhibit decreased substitution and 
insertion/deletion rates in comparison to 
expected random rates (Marques and Ponting, 
2009; Necsulea et al., 2014). Moreover, 
lncRNA transcripts show distinct tissue-
specific expression and lower mutation rate 
showing that they are subject to significant 
purifying selection. Rapid transcriptional 
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output of lncRNAs is found to impact lineage-
specific emergence or invisibility of them 
(Kutter et al., 2012) and the lower expression 
level of lncRNAs may be associated with their 
rapid rate of evolution (Managadze et al., 
2011).  
Recently, it has been demonstrated that three 
long non-coding RNAs namely AK082072, 
AK043754 and AK082467 demonstrate 
pronounced evolutionary limitation within 
their putative promoter region and across 
exon-intron boundaries, generally. Many of 
these lncRNA loci may be included  in the cis 
regulation of adjacent protein-coding 
transcription factor genes (Valadkhan and 
Nilsen, 2010). In addition, some of the first 
orthologs present between vertebrates show 
conservation of brain expression (Chodroff et 
al., 2010). Due to the limited transcription of 
these lncRNAs to the developing nervous 
system in distantly relevant vertebrates, the 
transcripts could play important roles in 
neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation in 
specific parts of the developing telencephalon. 
Although determining whether expression of 
AK082072 transcriptionally regulates Mef2C 
, a gene involved  in autism and intellectual 
disability phenotypes, requires detailed 
investigations (Le Meur et al., 2010).  
Nowadays, there are many developments in 
the field of primate evolution. Furthermore, it 
is clear that phylogenomics would be a main 
challenging approach for re-analyzing species 
to determine the degrees of differences 
between these great creatures. With the 
growing understanding of the significance of 
some lncRNAs in different biological 
pathways, there is a great interest in the 
perception of their evolution and in using 
comparative genomics to study their 
functional determinants (Ulitsky, 2016). 
Therefore, the purpose of the present study 
was to determine the evolutionary 
relationships of the nucleotide sequences of 
three lncRNAs, AK082072, AK082467, and 
AK043754 and their selection procedure 
during evolution. Our observations provide 
the first investigation of comparative 
genomics of these lncRNAs. In this research, 
we have shown the evolutionary view of these 
genes to find the closest organism to human 
by the orthologous of them, which can be 
instructive with regard to their role in human 
biology. 

Material and methods 

LncRNA selection 

We selected three lncRNAs namely 
AK082072, AK082467, and AK043754 based 
on previous study which have high overlap 
with phastCons-predicted conserved elements 
that express in embryonic or neonatal brain 
according to the origin of the cDNA library 
from which they were recognized. They are 
transcribed from the mouse genome regions 
whose sequence aligns to vertebrate genome 
sequences from species at least as distantly 
associated as chicken, with nucleotide identity 
more than 80% at some intervals (Chodroff et 
al., 2010). 

Phylogenetic analysis 

The sequences of three lncRNAs with 
accession numbers: AK082072, AK082467, 
and AK043754 and their ortholougs among 
vertebrates were taken from NCBI database. 
In this research bioinformatics programs such 
as NCBI-BLAST and MEGA7 software were 
applied for sequence similarity search. In 
addition, they were utilized for local 
alignments, for example, the maximal regions 
of high similarity among the query sequence 
and the database sequences. The fast 
nucleotide Megablast was applied as the 
BLAST tool, because it could compare a 
query to closely related sequences, and when 
the target percentage identity was 95% or 
more it could be  better utilized (Zhang et al., 
2000). In this regard, very similar sequences 
were chosen for alignment. Therefore, the 
BLAST results were applied for phylogenetic 
tree construction using definite methods. 
Furthermore, fast minimum Evolution and 
Neighbor Joining tools were utilized for the 
evaluation of the data (Desper and Gascuel, 
2004; Saitou and Nei, 1987). The Maximum 
sequence differences of 0.75 were utilized and 
the Maximum sequence differences larger 
than 0.5 were considered as precise for 
grouping of sequence as determined by NCBI. 
Also, pairwise distances and the probability of 
substitution (r) from one base to another were 
computed by MEGA7 software. These 
analyses were conducted using the Maximum 
Composite Likelihood and Tamura-Nei model  
(Tamura and Nei, 1993; Tamura et al., 2004). 
Evaluating the nucleotide changes that alter 
amino acid sequences (dN) into those that do 
not affect amino acid sequences (dS) of 
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predicted ORFs is useful in analyzing natural 
selection and was done by HIV sequence 
database (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov) (Korber, 
2000). Also, JBrowse 
(https://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/jbrowse/) was used 
to study conservation and copy number of 
lncRNA genes in Neanderthal genome 
(Skinner et al., 2009). 

Results 

Comparative analysis of three lncRNA 
genes 

The complete cDNA sequences of different 
species as introduced in the materials and 
methods section were aligned (Fig.1). The 
comparative results from the present research 
demonstrated that human selected sequence of 
AK082072 and AK082467 had the closest 
similarity with M. fascicularis (macaque) and 
Bos taurus (cow), respectively and they may 
come from the same ancestor (Fig. 2A and 
2C). According to the results of BLASTn, 
alignments of AK082072 human sequence 
share approximately 67% identity with mouse 
ortholog. This observation is confirmed in our 
phylogenic three where the main cluster of 
human (Homo sapiens) and M. musculus 
(mouse) were located near each other. In 
addition, MEGA7 analysis demonstrated that 

human (Homo sapiens) and M. fascicularis 
(macaque) main cluster of AK082072 was 
close to that of M. musculus (mouse). But, 
cDNA of Lupus familiaris (dog) was far from 
those of human, M. fascicularis (macaque), 
and M. musculus (mouse) (Fig. 2A). Whereas 
in AK043754, the main cluster of M. musculus 
(mouse) and human (Homo sapiens) were far 
from each other but the human (Homo 
sapiens) and Sus scrofa (cow) clusters are 
close together (Fig. 2B). In addition, pairwise 
distances estimate the evolutionary 
divergence between Sequences (Table 1). The 
probability of substitution (r) from one base to 
another is shown in Table 2. Rates of 
transitional substitutions are higher than 
transversional ones in AK043754 although in 
two other genes this ratio was lower. The 
values of the dN/dS ratio were 0.81, 0.77 and 
0.78 for AK082072, AK082467, and 
AK043754 respectively which demonstrated 
purifying selection for predicted ORFs. 
Furthermore, in all Neanderthal genomes 
sequenced, we found partly conservation and 
single copy number similar to human and 
other primates. Our analysis showed that there 
were some single nucleotide variants (SNVs) 
throughout lncRNA genes across Neanderthal 
genomes (Fig. 3). [All data are not shown]. 

 

 

Table 1. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between sequences: All positions containing gaps and missing 
data were eliminated. 
A: AK082072 

AK082072 

CB798977 1.389 

CJ466564 0.284 1.473 

DA317999 0.212 1.434 0.092 

CO685831 1.305 0.307 1.482 1.414 

DV836210 0.795 1.775 0.761 0.665 1.869 

EV900652 0.589 1.316 0.473 0.480 1.357 1.277 

BU232759 0.862 1.740 1.026 0.909 1.827 1.116 1.436 

B: AK043754 

AK043754 

BF565173 0.102 

DB326634 1.170 1.245 

CO886535 1.115 1.083 1.541 

EW186118 1.386 1.208 2.778 1.770 

C: AK082467 

AK082467 

BF397583 1.354 

DA347802 2.400 1.408 

CB447323 2.558 1.573 1.019 

BI405055 2.749 1.591 2.808 2.220 

CO586030 1.385 1.225 1.460 1.680 1.595 
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Table 2. Maximum composite likelihood estimate of the pattern of nucleotide substitution. 

  AK043754   

From/To A T C G 

A - 6.2449 4.7524 13.2083 

T 4.496 - 14.2165 3.9649 

C 4.496 18.6814 - 3.9649 

G 14.9776 6.2449 4.7524 - 

  AK082072   

From/To A T C G 

A - 5.4098 4.3493 15.2061 

T 5.8157 - 11.5934 5.0370 

C 5.8157 14.4200 - 5.0370 

G 17.5570 5.4098 4.3493 - 

  AK082467   

From/To A T C G 

A - 6.3256 3.3256 12.4733 

T 6.7442 - 9.4382 4.6745 

C 6.7442 17.9523 - 4.6745 

G 17.9963 6.3256 3.3256 - 

 

 
 
A 

 
 
 
B 

 
 
 
C 

 
Fig. 1. Multiple sequence alignment. Alignment of lncRNA genes from collected nucleotide sequences of 
different species: (A) AK082072; (B) AK043754; (C) AK082467. 
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B 

 
 
C 

 
Fig. 2. Phylogenetic tree of the three lncRNA genes. The numbers at each node are the bootstrap support 
values obtained by maximum likelihood: (A) AK082072; (B) AK043754; (C) AK082467. 
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Fig. 3. Conservation of AK082072 gene: The single copy and conservation of AK082072 gene across 
Neanderthal genomes using Neanderthal genomes database (https://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/jbrowse/). Blue and red 
dots refer to homozygous and heterozygous variants, respectively. 
 

Discussion 

In this study a comparative research on the 
divergence of three conserved lncRNAs was 
carried out. Phylogenetic trees demonstrate the 
evolutionary relationships of nucleotide 
sequences of selected lncRNA genes. The 
numbers at each node are the bootstrap support 
values obtained by maximum likelihood. 
Pairwise distance matrix was used to estimate 
the evolutionary divergence between 
sequences.  
The patterns of nucleotide conservation for 
these lncRNA loci demonstrated higher 
conservation near exon boundaries (Chodroff 
et al., 2010). In this regard, these lncRNA loci 
differ from protein-coding genes, markedly, 
that typically include more distributed 
uniformly and potent conservation within 
exons (Chinwalla et al., 2002). Less limitation 
within the central portions of exons may 
demonstrate the insertion of large transposable 
element sequences, that are generally free of 
selective limitation  within exons of lncRNA in 
early eutherian evolution (Lunter et al., 2006). 
 In accordance with the multi-species genome 
sequence alignment, all transcripts use a 
conserved 5’ donor site. In  contrast, only the 
mammalian transcripts utilize the predicted 3’ 
acceptor site and terminate after the predicted 
poly (A) signal, immediately (Chodroff et al., 
2010). This is consistent with previous studies 
that amniote species had at least 70% 
nucleotide identity restricted to the 3’end 
(approximately 500 bp) demonstrating that this 

locus has evolved extremely rapidly after 
divergence from other vertebrates or originated 
within the amniote lineage. Also, AK082467 
orthologs in human and cow show >70% 
sequence identity over their proximal 
promoters, first exons, and 5’ splice donor sites 
(Chodroff et al., 2010).  
The three selected lncRNA loci have elements 
which are generally associated with protein-
coding genes. These are GT-AG donor-
acceptor splice sites, polyadenylation signals, 
and chromatin marks in their putative promoter 
regions. The putative core promoter regions 
are under greater evolutionary limitation than 
lncRNA exonic sequences, generally 
(Carninci, 2007; Marques and Ponting, 2009).  
The results of the substitution percentage of 
the nucleotide sequences showed high rates of 
pyrimidine substitution for AK043754 gene 
which is due to the cytosine methylation.  The 
substitution rates decrease in comparison with 
expected random rates which is consistent with 
previous studies (Marques and Ponting, 2009; 
Necsulea et al., 2014). The results of the 
dN/dS ratio are a useful and highly effective 
method for recognizing the natural selection 
process during evolution of genes. If it is 
higher than 1, it shows positive selection, equal 
to 1 represents neutral selection and lower than 
1 indicates purifying selection. Although it 
remains possible that the lncRNAs encode 
short peptides, there is a negative selection on 
their protein coding capacity as the dN/dS ratio 
was lower than 1 for all studied lncRNA genes.  
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Specifically, of the > 10,000 recently 
annotated human lncRNAs, ~ 100 have 
homologs in fish, ~ 300 in non-mammalian 
vertebrates, and more than a thousand have 
sequence-similar counterparts in other 
mammals (Hezroni et al., 2015). Most of the 
lncRNAs which are conserved only in 
mammals, including XIST, HOTAIR, and 
NORAD have established functions (Augui et 
al., 2011;Lee et al., 2016; Li et al., 2013; 
Tichon et al., 2016). One presumption is that 
these lncRNAs are conserved outside of 
mammals, but the sequence similarity is so low 
that it is no longer identifiable in contemporary 
species. Indeed,  the number of positionally 
conserved pairs of mammalian and non-
mammalian lncRNAs is actually higher than 
expected (Amaral et al., 2016; He et al., 2015; 
Hezroni et al., 2015) and the variations 
between the numbers of observed and the 
expected syntenic  pairs between mammals 
and other vertebrates is greater than the 
number of pairs with sequence similarity 
(Hezroni et al., 2015). But, these variations are 
small in comparison with the number of 
lncRNAs which do not have indictable 
homologs outside mammals, and thus it is 
likely that most of the lncRNAs observed 
between mammals are innovations of them 
(Hezroni et al., 2017). Similar to previous 
studies, our results show evidence of purifying 
selection in proximal promoter regions than in 
the transcripts themselves. The observed 
sequence conservation in promoter regions in 
addition to the expression and transcription of 
selected lncRNA genes demonstrate that these 
genes have important functions among 
different vertebrates. Due to the limited 
transcription of these genes to the developing 
nervous system in related vertebrates, the 
transcripts could play important roles in 
neuronal differentiation and neurogenesis in 
particular sections of the developing 
telencephalon (Chodroff et al., 2010). 

Conclusion 

In recent years, many phylogenetic studies 
have been conducted on protein coding genes, 
but the evolutionary studies of non-coding 
RNA genes have been considered less. Despite 
limited conservation of lncRNA genes in 
comparison with small RNAs or protein 
coding genes, many of them have local regions 
that are conserved between different species.  

In this study, three long non-coding RNAs that 
have conserved promoter regions and brain 
expression were studied to assess the 
evolutionary process and find the closest 
organism to human by orthologous of them. In 
addition, tissue specific expression and lower 
rate of base substitution in comparison with 
protein coding genes show that they are subject 
to considerable purifying selection which was 
confirmed by computing the dN/dS ratio.  It 
seems that lncRNAs have high spatio-temporal 
specificity and rapid turnover during the 
evolution which suggest that these long non-
coding RNAs are as regulatory genes and have 
important roles in specific organisms.  
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